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Humor, Fun, Joy 8s 

A 

ABSURDER ABDERRSU ABSURD, ridiculously incongruous or unreasonable [adj] 

ABSURDLY ABDLRSUY ABSURD, ridiculously incongruous or unreasonable [adv] 

AMUSABLE AABELMSU AMUSE, to occupy pleasingly [adj] 

AMUSEDLY ADELMSUY AMUSE, to occupy pleasingly [adv] 

ANSEROUS AENORSSU silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

ANTICKED ACDEIKNT ANTIC, to act in clownish manner [v] / ANTICK [v] 

ANTIMASK AAIKMNST comic performance between acts of masque [n -S] 
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B 

BADINAGE AABDEGIN to banter (to exchange mildly teasing remarks) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BANTERED ABDEENRT BANTER, to exchange mildly teasing remarks [v] 

BANTERER ABEENRRT one that banters (to exchange mildly teasing remarks) [n -S] 

BEATIFIC ABCEFIIT blissful (very happy) [adj] 

BEFOOLED BDEEFLOO BEFOOL, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

BEMOCKED BCDEEKMO BEMOCK, to mock (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [v] 

BLISSFUL BFILLSSU very happy [adj] 

BLITHELY BEHILLTY BLITHE, merry (cheerful (full of spirits)) [adv] 

BLITHEST BEHILSTT BLITHE, merry (cheerful (full of spirits)) [adj] 

BUNCOMBE BBCEMNOU nonsense [n -S] 

BUNFIGHT BFGHINTU crowded boisterous party [n -S] 
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C 

CAMPIEST ACEIMPST CAMPY, comically exaggerated [adj] 

CAPERING ACEGINPR CAPER, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

CARNIVAL AACILNRV traveling amusement show [n -S] 

CAROLING ACGILNOR act of singing joyously [n -S] / CAROL, to sing joyously [v] 

CAROLLED ACDELLOR CAROL, to sing joyously [v] 

CAROLLER ACELLORR caroler (one that carols (to sing joyously)) [n -S] 

CAROUSAL AACLORSU boisterous drinking party [n -S] 

CAROUSEL ACELORSU amusement park ride [n -S] 

CAROUSER ACEORRSU one that carouses (to engage in carousal) [n -S] 

CARTOONY ACNOORTY resembling cartoons [adj] 

CHAFFING ACFFGHIN CHAFF, to poke fun at [v] 

CHIVAREE ACEEHIRV to perform mock serenade [v -D, -ING, -S] 

CHORTLER CEHLORRT one that chortles (to chuckle with glee) [n -S] 

CHUCKLER CCEHKLRU one that chuckles (to laugh quietly) [n -S] 

CIRCUSES CCEIRSSU CIRCUS, public entertainment [n] 

CLERIHEW CEEHILRW humorous poem [n -S] 

CLOWNERY CELNORWY clownish behavior [n -RIES] 

CLOWNING CGILNNOW CLOWN, to act like clown (humorous performer) [v] 

CLOWNISH CHILNOSW resembling or befitting clown [adj] 

COLISEUM CEILMOSU large structure for public entertainment [n -S] 

COMEDIAN ACDEIMNO humorous entertainer [n -S] 
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COMEDIES CDEEIMOS COMEDY, humorous play, movie, or other work [n] 

COMEDIST CDEIMOST writer of comedies [n -S] 

CORNBALL ABCLLNOR hick (rural person) [n -S] 

CORNIEST CEINORST CORNY, trite (used so often as to be made commonplace) [adj] 

CRUISING CGIINRSU act of driving around in search of fun [n -S]  
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D 

DAFFIEST ADEFFIST DAFFY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

DERIDING DDEGIINR DERIDE, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 

DERISION DEIINORS act of deriding (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n -S] 

DERISIVE DEEIIRSV expressing derision (act of deriding (to ridicule) [adj] 

DERISORY DEIORRSY derisive (expressing derision (act of deriding (to ridicule))) [adj] 

DIPPIEST DEIIPPST DIPPY, foolish (lacking good sense or judgment) [adj] 

DITSIEST DEIISSTT DITSY, silly, eccentric [adj] 

DITZIEST DEIISTTZ DITZY, ditsy (silly, eccentric) [adj] 

DOOFUSES DEFOOSSU DOOFUS, stupid or foolish person [n] 

DORKIEST DEIKORST DORKY, stupid, foolish [adj] 

DROLLERY DELLORRY something droll [n -RIES] 

DROLLEST DELLORST DROLL, comical (funny (causing laughter or amusement)) [adj] 

DROLLING DGILLNOR DROLL, to jest (to joke (to say something amusing)) [v] 

DROLLNESS DELLNORSS quality of being droll (comical (funny (causing laughter or amusement))) [n -ES] 
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E 

ENJOYING EGIJNNOY ENJOY, to receive pleasure from [v] 

ESPIEGLE EEEGILPS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 
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F 

FACETELY ACEEFLTY FACETE, witty (humorously clever) [adv] 

FALDERAL AADEFLLR nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n -S] 

FARCICAL AACCFILR absurd (ridiculously incongruous or unreasonable) [adj] 

FEASTFUL AEFFLSTU festive (of or befitting festival) [adj] 

FELICITY CEFIILTY happiness (quality of being happy (marked by joy)) [n -TIES] 

FESTALLY AEFLLSTY FESTAL, festive (of or befitting festival) [adv] 

FESTIVAL AEFILSTV day or time of celebration [n -S] 

FLEERING EEFGILNR FLEER, to deride (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [v] 

FOLDEROL DEFLLOOR falderal (nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd)) [n -S] 

FRIBBLER BBEFILRR one that fribbles (to act foolishly) [n -S] 

FRISKIER EFIIKRRS FRISKY, lively and playful [adj] 

FRISKILY FIIKLRSY FRISKY, lively and playful [adv] 

FRISKING FGIIKNRS FRISK, to move or leap about playfully [v] 

FRIVOLED DEFILORV FRIVOL, to behave playfully [v] 

FRIVOLER EFILORRV one that frivols (to behave playfully) [n -S] 

FUNHOUSE EFHNOSUU amusement park attraction [n -S] 

FUNNIEST EFINNSTU FUNNY, causing laughter or amusement [adj] 
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FUNNYMAN AFMNNNUY comedian (humorous entertainer) [n -MEN] 
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GAIETIES AEEGIIST GAIETY, festive activity [n] 

GAMBOLED ABDEGLMO GAMBOL, to leap about playfully [v] 

GAMESOME AEEGMMOS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

GAYETIES AEEGISTY GAYETY, gaiety (festive activity) [n] 

GIBINGLY BGGIILNY GIBE, to jeer (to mock (to ridicule (to make fun of))) [adv] 

GIDDIEST DDEGIIST GIDDY, dizzy (having sensation of whirling) [adj] 

GIDDYING DDGGIINY GIDDY, to make giddy [v] 

GIGGLIER EGGGIILR GIGGLY, tending to giggle [adj] 

GIGGLING GGGGIILN GIGGLE, to laugh in silly manner [v] 

GLEEKING EEGGIKLN GLEEK, to gibe (to jeer (to mock (to ridicule))) [v] 

GLEESOME EEEGLMOS gleeful (merry (cheerful (full of spirits))) [adj] 

GOOFIEST EFGIOOST GOOFY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

GOOFUSES EFGOOSSU GOOFUS, foolish or stupid person [n] 

GRACIOSO ACGIOORS clown in Spanish comedy [n -S] 

GRINCHES CEGHINRS GRINCH, one who spoils fun of others [n] 

GRINCHES CEGHINRS GRINCH, one who spoils fun of others [n] 

GRINNING GGIINNNR GRIN, to smile broadly [v] 

GUFFAWED ADEFFGUW GUFFAW, to laugh loudly [v] 
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HAPPIEST AEHIPPST HAPPY, marked by joy [adj] 

HEEHAWED ADEEEHHW HEEHAW, to guffaw (to laugh loudly) [v] 

HIGHLIFE EFGHHIIL lifestyle of fashionable society [n -S] 

HILARITY AHIILRTY noisy merriment [n -TIES] 

HOGMANAY AAGHMNOY Scottish celebration [n -S] 

HOGMENAY AEGHMNOY hogmanay (Scottish celebration) [n -S] 

HUMORFUL FHLMORUU humorous (funny; witty) [adj] 

HUMORING GHIMNORU HUMOR, to indulge (to yield to desire of) [v] 

HUMORIST HIMORSTU humorous writer or entertainer [n -S] 

HUMOURED DEHMORUU HUMOUR, to humor (to indulge (to yield to desire of)) [v] 
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INSANITY AIINNSTY state of being insane; something utterly foolish [n -TIES] 

IRONICAL ACIILNOR ironic (pertaining to irony (use of words to express opposite of what is literally said)) [adj] 
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JAMBOREE ABEEJMOR noisy celebration [n -S] 

JANNEYED ADEEJNNY JANNEY, to janny (to act as disguised merrymaker at Christmas) [v] 

JANNYING AGIJNNNY action of one that jannies [n -S] / JANNY, to act as disguised merrymaker at Christmas [v] 

JAPERIES AEEIJPRS JAPERY, mockery (act of mocking (to ridicule)) [n] 
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JAPINGLY AGIJLNPY in japing manner [adv] 

JAUNTIER AEIJNRTU JAUNTY, having lively and self-confident manner [adj] 

JAUNTILY AIJLNTUY JAUNTY, having lively and self-confident manner [adv] 

JIBINGLY BGIIJLNY JIBE, to gibe (to jeer (to mock (to ridicule))) [adv] 

JOCOSELY CEJLOOSY JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adv] 

JOCOSEST CEJOOSST JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adj] 

JOCOSITY CIJOOSTY state of being jocose (humorous (funny; witty)) [n -TIES] 

JOCUNDER CDEJNORU JOCUND, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

JOCUNDLY CDJLNOUY JOCUND, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv] 

JOKESTER EEJKORST practical joker [n -S] 

JOKINESS EIJKNOSS state of being jokey (amusing) [n -ES] 

JOKINGLY GIJKLNOY in joking manner [adv] 

JOLLIEST EIJLLOST JOLLY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

JOLLYING GIJLLNOY JOLLY, to put in good humor for one's own purposes [v] 

JOVIALLY AIJLLOVY JOVIAL, good-humored [adv] 

JOVIALTY AIJLOTVY quality or state of being jovial (good-humored) [n -TIES] 

JOYFULLY FJLLOUYY JOYFUL, happy (marked by joy) [adv] 

JOYOUSLY JLOOSUYY JOYOUS, joyful (happy (marked by joy)) [adv] 

JOYRIDER DEIJORRY one that joyrides (to take automobile ride for pleasure) [n -S] 

JOYSTICK CIJKOSTY control stick in airplane [n -S] 
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KERMESSE EEEKMRSS kermis (festival (day or time of celebration)) [n -ES] 

KERMISES EEIKMRSS KERMIS, festival (day or time of celebration) [n] 

KOOKIEST EIKKOOST KOOKIE, kooky (eccentric) [adj] / KOOKY [adj] 

KVELLING EGIKLLNV KVELL, to exclaim joyfully [v] 
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LARKIEST AEIKLRST LARKY, playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LARKSOME AEKLMORS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LAUGHING AGGHILNU laughter [n -S] / LAUGH, to express emotion, typically mirth, by series of inarticulate sounds [v] 

LAUGHTER AEGHLRTU act or sound of one that laughs [n -S] 

LEVITIES EEIILSTV LEVITY, conduct characterized by lack of seriousness [n] 

LEWDNESS DEELNSSW state of being lewd (obscene (indecent (not decent))) [n -ES] 

LIMERICK CEIIKLMR humorous verse [n -S] 

LIVENING EGIILNNV LIVEN, to make lively [v] 

LOONIEST EILNOOST LOONEY, loony (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] / LOONY [adj] 

LOVEFEST EEFLOSTV gathering to promote good feeling [n -S] 

LUNACIES ACEILNSU LUNACY, insanity (state of being insane; something utterly foolish) [n] 
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MALAPROP AALMOPPR humorous misuse of word [n -S] 

MERRIEST EEIMRRST MERRY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

MIMICKED CDEIIKMM MIMIC, to imitate closely [v] 
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MIMICKER CEIIKMMR one that mimics (to imitate closely) [n -S] 

MINDLESS DEILMNSS lacking intelligence [adj] 

MIRTHFUL FHILMRTU MIRTH, spirited gaiety [adj] 

MISHUGAS AGHIMSSU crazy or foolish behavior [n -ES] 

MOCKABLE ABCEKLMO MOCK, to ridicule (to make fun of) [adj] 

MONKEYED DEEKMNOY MONKEY, to mimic (to imitate closely) [v] 

MOONCALF ACFLMNOO foolish person [n -LVES] 
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NINNYISH HIINNNSY NINNY, fool [adj] 

NUTTIEST EINSTTTU NUTTY, silly; crazy [adj] 
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OMADHAUN AADHMNOU foolish person [n -S] 

OUTCAPER ACEOPRTU to surpass in capering [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTHUMOR HMOORTUU to surpass in humoring [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTLAUGH AGHLOTUU to surpass in laughing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSMILE EILMOSTU to surpass in smiling [v -D, -LING, -S] 

OUTSTUNT NOSTTTUU to surpass in stunting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PARODIED ADDEIOPR PARODY, to imitate serious literary work for comic effect [v] 

PARODIES ADEIOPRS PARODY, to imitate serious literary work for comic effect [v] 

PARODIST ADIOPRST one who parodies [n -S] 

PARROTED ADEOPRRT PARROT, to repeat or imitate without thought or understanding [v] 

PARTIEST AEIPRSTT PARTY, boisterous [adj] 

PARTYING AGINPRTY participation in party [n -S] / PARTY, to attend social gathering [v] 

PIXIEISH EHIIIPSX PIXIE, pixy (playfully mischievous fairy or elf) [adj] 

PIXINESS EIINPSSX state of being playfully mischievous [n -ES] 

PLAYABLE AABELLPY PLAY, to engage in amusement or sport [adj] 

PLAYTIME AEILMPTY time for play or amusement [n -S] 

PLEASING AEGILNPS PLEASE, to give enjoyment or satisfaction to [v] 

PLEASURE AEELPRSU to please (to give enjoyment or satisfaction to) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

POUTIEST EIOPSTTU POUTY, tending to pout (to protrude lips in ill humor) [adj] 

PREMIERE EEEIMPRR to present publicly for first time [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PUPPETRY EPPPRTUY art of making or manipulating puppets [n -RIES] 
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QUIPPIER EIIPPQRU QUIPPY, witty (humorously clever) [adj] 

QUIPPISH HIIPPQSU witty (humorously clever) [adj] 
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RAILLERY AEILLRRY good-natured teasing [n -RIES] 

REHEARSE AEEEHRRS to practice in preparation for public appearance [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REJOICER CEEIJORR one that rejoices (to feel joyful) [n -S] 

RELISHED DEEHILRS RELISH, to enjoy (to receive pleasure from) [v] 

RELISHES EEHILRSS RELISH, to enjoy (to receive pleasure from) [v] 

RIBALDER ABDEILRR RIBALD, characterized by crude language [adj] 

RIBALDLY ABDILLRY crudely (unrefined (not refined)) [adv] 

RIBALDRY ABDILRRY crude language [n -RIES] 

RIDICULE CDEIILRU to make fun of [v -D, LING, -S] 

RIMESTER EEIMRRST rimer (one that rimes (to rhyme)) [n -S] 

RISIBLES BEIILRSS sense of ridiculous [n RISIBLES] 

ROADSHOW ADHOORSW theatrical show on tour [n -S] 

ROLLICKY CIKLLORY given to rollicking (to play and run about merrily) [adj] 
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SAPPIEST AEIPPSST SAPPY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

SARDONIC ACDINORS mocking [adj] 

SATIRISE AEIIRSST to satirize (to subject to satire (use of derisive wit to attack folly or wickedness)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SATIRIST AIIRSSTT one who satirizes (to subject to satire (use of derisive wit to attack folly or wickedness [n -S] 

SATIRIZE AEIIRSTZ to subject to satire (use of derisive wit to attack folly or wickedness) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SCHMUCKY CCHKMSUY foolish, contemptible [adj -KIER, -KEIST] 

SHINDIES DEHIINSS SHINDY, shindig (elaborate dance or party) [n] 

SHIVAREE AEEHIRSV to chivaree (to perform mock serenade) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

SHOWTIME EHIMOSTW time at which entertainment is to start [n -S] 

SILLIEST EIILLSST SILLY, showing lack of good sense [adj] 

SIMPERED DEEIMPRS SIMPER, to smile in silly manner [v] 

SIMPERER EEIMPRRS one that simpers (to smile in silly manner) [n -S] 

SMERKING EGIKMNRS SMERK, to smirk (to smile in affected or smug manner) [v] 

SMILIEST EIILMSST SMILEY, displaying smile [adj] 

SMIRKING GIIKMNRS SMIRK, to smile in affected or smug manner [v] 

SOFTHEAD ADEFHOST foolish person [n -S] 

SONGFEST EFGNOSST informal gathering for group singing [n -S] 

SPINNIER EIINNPRS SPINNY, crazy, foolish [adj] 

SPOOFERY EFOOPRSY good-natured ridicule [n -RIES] 

SPOOFING FGINOOPS SPOOF, to ridicule in fun [v] 

SPORTFUL FLOPRSTU sportive (playful (frolicsome)) [adj] 

SPORTIVE EIOPRSTV playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

SQUIBBED BBDEIQSU SQUIB, to lampoon (to ridicule in satirical composition) [v] 

STAGETTE AEEGSTTT all-female party for woman about to be married [n -S] 

STOOGING GGINOOST STOOGE, to act as comedian's straight man [v] 

STULTIFY FILSTTUY to cause to appear absurd [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 
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TALKFEST AEFKLSTT gabfest (informal gathering for general talk) [n -S] 

TEASABLE AABEELST TEASE, to make fun of [adj] 
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TICKLIER CEIIKLRT TICKLY, ticklish (sensitive to tickling) [adj] 

TICKLING CGIIKLNT TICKLE, to touch lightly so as to produce tingling sensation [v] 

TICKLISH CHIIKLST sensitive to tickling [adj] 

TITTERED DEEIRTTT TITTER, to utter restrained, nervous laugh [v] 

TITTERER EEIRRTTT one that titters (to utter restrained, nervous laugh) [n -S] 

TRAVESTY AERSTTVY to parody (to imitate serious literary work for comic effect) [v -TIED, -ING, -TIES] 

TWADDLER ADDELRTW one that twaddles (to talk foolishly) [n -S] 

TWITTING GIINTTTW TWIT, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 

TWITTISH HIISTTTW silly, foolish [adj] 
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UNAMUSED ADEMNSUU not amused (to occupy pleasingly) [adj] 

UNIRONIC CIINNORU not ironic (pertaining to irony (use of words to express opposite of what is literally said)) [adj] 

UNRIBBED BBDEINRU not ribbed (to poke fun at) [adj] 
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WHACKIER ACEHIKRW WHACKY, wacky (very irrational) [adj] 

WINGDING DGGIINNW lively party [n -S] 

WITTIEST EIISTTTW WITTY, humorously clever [adj] 
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ZANINESS AEINNSSZ quality or state of being zany [n -ES] 

ZINGIEST EGIINSTZ ZINGY, enjoyably exciting [adj] 
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